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Dr Bruce Walker FTSE has lived and worked in Central Australia for 33 years. As founding CEO of the Centre for Appropriate Technology Inc, the National Indigenous Science and Technology organisation, he has pioneered the development, application and delivery of technology to improve the livelihood of Australia’s remote Indigenous population.

Since stepping out of the CAT CEO role, Bruce has spent the past two years working as project director with the remoteFOCUS project convened by Desert Knowledge Australia. He is the lead author of the report titled ‘Fixing the Hole in Australia’s Heartland: How governments need to work in remote Australia’.

Bruce was one of the drivers of the Desert Knowledge movement. He is a fellow of the Australian Academy of Technological Sciences and Engineering; a life fellow of the Australian College of Educators; was awarded the 1999 ATSE Clunies Ross National Science and Technology Medal; is a Rotary International Paul Harris fellow; and was awarded a Centenary Medal for service to remote area education and health in 2003.